Digitize and Transform Your
Business with Active Mailroom
For over 25 years, Miria has been a recognized expert in automation
of transactions and workflow. In partnership with IBM, our cloud-based
ActiveOps platform digitally transforms businesses and drastically improves
workflow processes for companies of varying sizes and industries.
Active Mailroom, a core application and service within ActiveOps, provides
document capture with sophisticated document classification and optical
character recognition capabilities. It is an advanced digital mailroom which
captures high volumes of paper and digital documents from multiple sources
including e-mail, FTP, multi-functional printers, scanners, web folders, and
mobile devices.

Active Mailroom in Action
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Active Mailroom is a fully supported web service which integrates disparate
business processes and systems from an easy to access cloud platform. Capture,
OCR, Classify, and Route from the point of origin without the need for manual
data input.
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KEY BENEFITS
•  The foundation for

automating business
processes

• Sophisticated document

classification and OCR

• Multi-source input
solution
• Fully supported web
service integrating
business processes with
multiple systems
• Easy-to-access cloud
platform
• B uilt with Enhanced
Artificial Intelligence

Document Capture

The Most Advanced Technology with Enhanced Artificial Intelligence
Most document capture, OCR, and classification processes require a great deal
of manual interaction, often more than 50% of the time, to manage exceptions
and to eventually train the system. Active Mailroom’s Enhanced Artificial
Intelligence uses a combination of machine learning, structured rule definitions,
artificial intelligence, robotic process automation, and exception management to
significantly reduce the amount of human interaction required.
Should Active Mailroom come across an exception, the Miria service team will
take care of it for you. Active Mailroom will also learn the change for future
instances--eliminating an immense amount of exceptions, human interaction,
and manual errors.
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• Human exception
management capability
• Reduced errors and
manual labor

To learn more about how ActivOps
and Active Mailroom can automate
your business processes, please call
us at 484-446-3300 or email us at
info@miriasystems.com.
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